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a b s t r a c t

Hydrogen absorption isotherms for Pd thin films were modeled at atomistic scale by Monte

Carlo (MC) simulation in the TPmN ensamble and by Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations

at 300 K. The interaction among atoms was modeled by embedded atom method (EAM)

potentials. Simulated samples consisted of monocrystalline nanofilms with different

thickness (2e8 nm) and two crystallographic surface orientations, (001) and (111). The

isotherms were compared to bulk Pd and a few available experimental results. Instead of

the plateau corresponding to the a-b PdH equilibrium in the bulk, the isotherms at nano-

films show a two-plateaux behavior: a small one corresponding to a surfaceesubsurface

hydride formation, and a larger one for the subsequent bulk hydride formation. This is

strongly correlated with the atomic stress distribution induced within the thin film. The

equilibrium pressures at the isotherms depend on the thin-film thickness, with pressure

being larger for thicker films. The isotherms of the (001) films display lower equilibrium

pressures than those for (111) films.

Copyright ª 2014, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction

Pd thin films have a wide field of applications as hydrogen

sensors, H-selective membranes for hydrogen purification

and materials for electrodes used in batteries [1 and

references within,2e4]. This is because Pd can easily absorb

a relatively large amount of hydrogen which has a high

mobilitywithin the Pd lattice [2]. Most films are deposited onto

substrates and can be single crystals, polycrystals or
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amorphous depending on the deposition conditions. The

presence or absence of a substrate, the thickness of the films,

and the mean size of their microstructure (which may range

from nanometers to micrometers) are all factors that influ-

ence thin film’s mechanical and absorption properties.

Computer simulations of unsupported (111), (001) and (011)

thin films of gold, using an embedded atom (EAM) potential

were performed byWolf [5], to analyze surface-stress-induced

structure and elastic behavior of thin films. Streitz et al. [6]

performed similar calculations on thin films of several fcc
gentina. Tel.: þ54 294 4445278; fax: þ54 294 4445190.
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metals (Ni, Cu, Ag and Au) and calculated the (111) and (001)

surface stress as a function of the number of atomic layers.

They attributed the unusual elastic behavior of the (001) films

to their instability with respect to a (011) shear, which enables

them to close pack their surface. Reconstruction from the

(001) to the (111) orientation have been observed in Au and

other suspended fcc metal nanofilms at a critical film thick-

ness [7]; however in 4dmetals (Rh, Pd and Ag) it does not occur

unless an external stress is applied to the surface [8].

In general, a free metal film would expand in all three di-

rections upon H absorption [9]. However, there is an interplay

between themechanical stresses already present in thin films,

the H-induced stress modifications and the generation of

microstructural defects that can change isotherms and phase

boundaries, as well as leading to plastic deformations

[1,10,11].

Absorptionedesorption PdeH isotherms were measured

gravimetrically by Feenstra et al. [12] on thin Pd films depos-

ited on a quartz substrate, at 382 K, 471 K and 519 K. The film’s

thicknesses were 300 nm and 50 nm. For the 50 nm samples

they obtained slightly sloped, narrower plateaux than for the

300 nm samples, which behaved very similar to the bulk. The

thin film’s critical temperature was also reduced by about

100 K with respect to the bulk PdeH. The hysteresis effect was

smaller on the thinner films for all temperatures. Similar re-

sults were obtained by Pivak et al. [13] who measured PdeH

isotherms for Pd films supported on sapphire with and

without an intermediate Ti layer using the Hydrogenography

technique described in Ref. [11].

In previous works we have modeled H absorption iso-

therms for Pd nanoparticles of different sizes and shapes

[14e16]. We used embedded atom (EAM) empirical inter-

atomic potentials and Monte Carlo grand canonical simula-

tions. We found that at low H concentrations, H prefers to go

to the subsurface sites and for non-spherical particles H is first

absorbed near vertices, then at edges, and finally on facets.

This sequence correlates to stress concentration sites and a

first sloped plateau or shoulder in the isotherm was observed

corresponding to the formation of a hydride in the outer shell

of clusters. At higher pressures, H was absorbed in the core of

the clusters leading to a second, flatter “bulk” like plateau.

The purpose of this work is to study the effects of

thickness and stress distribution on the hydrogen
Table 1e Surface and hydrogen absorption energies for Pd (111
calculated considering a surface hollow site or an octahedral s
atoms.

Surface
orientation

Surface energy
(mJ/m2)

Segregation
(eV/atom

(111) 1939 �1.10

1220 [25] �1.18 [2

1920 [26]

�1.09

(001) 1977 �1.05

1370 [25] �1.05 [2

2326 [26]

�0.71
absorption properties of Pd unsupported monocrystalline

nanofilms with two crystallographic orientations: (111) and

(001). The paper is organized as follows: we begin by

describing the computational methodology leading to the

simulation of the H absorption isotherms at the atomistic

scale and to the calculation of the stress per atom distribu-

tion along the nanofilms. Then we present and analyze the

effects of the crystallographic orientations and film thick-

nesses on the resulting isotherms.
2. Numerical methods

We performed atomistic simulations using the embedded

atom method (EAM) potentials developed by Zhou et al. [17]

for representing the interatomic interactions amongst Pd

and H atoms. We found these potentials are reliable to

model the entire hydrogen composition range and predict

reasonably well the miscibility gap of the PdeH system. We

have verified that this potential gives surface energies which

are within 1%e20% of ab initio results (see Table 1). Iso-

therms were calculated by applying the Monte Carlo (MC)

technique in the (TPmHNM) statistical ensemble, where the

temperature T, pressure P, hydrogen chemical hydrogen

potential mH and number of metal atoms NM, are kept con-

stant [18,19]. The system is open to the interchange of H

from a reservoir at mH, which is in contact with a constant P

reservoir and a constant T reservoir. Although from statis-

tical thermodynamics, the values of mH and the H pressure

can easily be connected at low H pressures (see Ref. [16]), we

prefer to represent the isotherms as mHecomposition func-

tions, because they are still valid at large H concentrations

[20].

In the present Monte Carlo simulations we perform four

different trial jumps: (1) change of the volume of the system;

(2) particle relaxation; (3) creation and (4) destruction of an H

atom at random sites along the Pd fcc sample. The program

executes up to approximately 35,000 steps per atom in the

sample; 5% are trials type (1), 45% of the trials are type (2) and

the rest of themoves are distributed evenly between the other

two trials. The program simulates the H absorption process; at

each mH the sample is hydrogenated reaching an average
) and (001). The H absorption and segregation energieswere
ite at the subsurface. Coverage: q [ H atoms/Pd surface

energy
)

Absorption energy
(eV)

H site

�1.42 Surface

6] (q ¼ 0.0018)

�0.7 (q ¼ 1)

�2.88 [27]

�1.41 Subsurface

�2.58 [27]

�1.34 Surface

6] (q ¼ 0.0018)

�0.7 (q ¼ 1)

�2.81 [27]

�1.00 Subsurface
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Fig. 1 e Absorption isotherms at 300 K for 4 nm-thick epitaxial films. Top panel: exposed surfaces in the (111) (filled

symbols) and (100) (open symbols) directions. Inserts depict atomistic configurations at H/Pd concentrations of

approximately (a) [ 0, (b) [ 0.06 and (c) [ 0.76, as shown in panels below, with pressure per atom along the film thickness.

H atoms: red, Pd atoms: blue. Lines correspond to average atomic pressure for Pd as discussed in the text. (For interpretation

of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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hydrogen concentration, which is then used to obtain the

mHecomposition isotherm.

The bulk was simulated by considering an initial fcc cell of

864 Pd atoms (6 � 6 � 6) with periodic boundary conditions.

The nanofilms (NF) were simulated using epitaxial slabs

periodically repeated in the ‘x’ and ‘y’ directions, and sepa-

rated by vacuum. To analyze how the thicknesses of the NF

influence the absorption properties, we consideredNF of 2, 4, 6

and 8 nm thick. Two different orientations were considered

for the surfaces (111) and (001), with exposed areas of 4� 4 and

6 � 6 unit cells respectively.

We evaluated the atomic stress distribution for different H/

Pd selected concentrations in order to analyze the possible

correlation between these stresses and the H absorption

properties of the nanofilms. The atomic stress tensor of par-

ticle ‘i’ was calculated through the instantaneous virial stress

tensor s [21]:

s
a;b
i ¼ �1=Ui

2
4miv

a
i v

b

i þ
X
jsi

Fa
ijr

b

ij

3
5 (1)

wheremi denotes themass of atom i and Ui its atomic volume.

Further, vi, Fij, rij are the Cartesian components of the atom’s

velocity, the force between atom i and j and their distance

vector, respectively. With this definition, tensile stress is

positive and compressive stress negative.

We used the bulk and NF samples generated by our MC

simulations at different H concentrations, quenched the

samples a T ¼ 0 K using the freeware molecular dynamics

(MD) code LAMMPS (www.lammps.sandia.gov) [22], and then

evaluated the atomic stresses. From the first invariant of the

instantaneous stress tensor we calculated the local pressure

pi¼ Trs/3.We neglected the thermal contribution, given by the

first term in Eq. (1), since its contribution is small at the

studied temperatures. It is straightforward to calculate the

product of the atomic stress times the atomic volume Ui, and

this is in fact the output given by LAMMPS. However, to

calculate the atomic stress and local pressure one needs to

define such atomic volume. This is problematic, since an in-

dividual atom’s volume might not be well defined or easy to

compute for defective solids or in the presence of surfaces

[21]. Although there are several possibilities to define the

atomic volumes, like the Voronoi’s tessellationmethod [23], in

the presentworkwe calculated atomic volumes and pressures

assuming spherical volumes with Pauling’s radii for both el-

ements (Pdmetallic radius¼ 2.466�A, H� ionic radius¼ 2.085�A)

[24]. As discussed in Ref. [16] for the case of isolated nano-

particles, similar trends for the local atomic pressures are

obtained by considering both ways of defining the atomic

volumes.
Fig. 2 e Absorption isotherms at 300 K for (001) Pd films

with different thicknesses. A small plateau can be seen at

low H concentrations corresponding to the formation of a

layer of hydride at the surface and subsurface, which tends

to disappear at larger thicknesses. The second plateau

corresponds to the formation of bulk PdHx. As film

thickness increases it appears at higher chemical

potential.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Hydrogen absorption properties for nanofilms of
different crystallographic orientations

We first analyzed the influence of the crystallographic orien-

tations on the H absorption properties of the epitaxial nano-

films. In Fig. 1 we show the calculated mHecomposition
isotherms at 300 K for the 4 nm thick film at both (100) and

(111) exposed surfaces. In both cases we observed that the

isotherms present two plateaux, a behavior already observed

for isolated nanoparticles [16]. The first plateau at lower

equilibrium chemical potentials is more sloped than the sec-

ond one; it corresponds to hydrogen filling of surface and

subsurface layers of b-Pd hydride, as can be seen in Fig. 1 for

selected H concentrations. In Table 1 we show the calculated

segregation and absorption energies obtained for H absorbed

at the surface hollow and octahedral subsurface sites. These

energies were calculated by considering films of approxi-

mately 15 layers; the final equilibrium hydrogen positions

obtained for surface absorption corresponds to hollow sites

absorbed in the top layer of the film. We note that the segre-

gation energies calculated for surface sites are in good

agreement with those of Ref. [25.] The occurrence of an

additional plateau at lower hydrogen chemical potentials in

the absorption isotherm can be explained in terms of the

segregation energies which show that the absorption of H is

more favorable on surface and subsurface sites than in the

bulk, as indicated in Table 1. The higher mH equilibrium

plateau occurs when the b-PdH transformation inside the bulk

is completed. When comparing isotherms for both orienta-

tion, it can be noted that the first plateau begins to develop at

similar H chemical potentials (similar effective hydrogen

pressure), but is more sloped for the (111) NF. We tried to

correlate these trends observed in the isotherms with the

atomic pressure distribution for the atoms in the NF. Results

are indicated in the lower part of Fig. 1 for the (111) (left side)

and (001) (right side) NFs. For both orientations, at similar low

hydrogen content (Fig. 1(b)), the Pd atoms in the center of the

NF are slightly compressed, while atoms at the surface layers

are under tension. The present results are compatible with

computations of surface stresses in metals using EAM and ab

initiomethods which confirm that the surface stress in metals

is usually positive (tensile) due to the bond-order behavior of

themetallic bond [28 and referenceswithin]. The atoms on the

(001) surface are only slightly more stressed than on the (111)

surface, while atoms at the subsurface layer are more

http://www.lammps.sandia.gov
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Fig. 3 e Absorption isotherms at 300 K for (111) Pd films

with different thicknesses. A small plateau can be seen at

low H concentrations corresponding to the formation of a

layer of hydride at the surface and subsurface, which tends

to disappear at larger thicknesses. The second plateau

corresponds to the formation of bulk PdHx. For thicker

films it appears at higher chemical potential.
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compressed on the (001) NF. The first plateau forms at similar

hydrogen chemical potentials (similar H pressures) for both

orientations. As shown in Table 1 both at low coverage (q ¼ H

atoms/Pd surface atoms ¼ 0.0018) and at q ¼ 1 the calculated

absorption energies at a hollow surface site differs by only

0.08 eV, favoring the absorption on the (111) film in qualitative

agreement with the ab initio results of [27]. We can see that for

the (111) NF the first plateau is somewhat more “sloped”; a

result that is consistent to the expected higher relative

decrease of the binding energy of hydrogen for higher surface

coverage at the (111) NF with respect to the (001) one. In fact

hydrogen atoms are expected to repel more strongly at the

(111) surface than for the (001) one, since this surface can

allocate a higher H concentration, as has been confirmed by ab

initio density functional calculations [26]. We also note that,

for low H content (Fig. 1(b)) in the (001) NF, the H atoms are

preferentially located on the surface; while on the (111) NF

subsurface sites are preferentially occupied. These results can

be interpreted in terms of the calculated absorption energies

which indicate that for the (111) oriented slab the absorption

energies for the surface and subsurface layers are practically

the same, with surface sites only slightly more stable (by

0.01 eV) than subsurface sites. For the (001) slab however, the

absorption on a surface hollow site is favored by approxi-

mately 0.3 eV with respect to the subsurface absorption,
Fig. 4 e Pressure per atom along the film thickness for H/Pd w

direction. a) Pd atoms pressure at different nanofilm thicknesses
therefore explaining the preferential occupation of surface

sites by H. From the atomic pressure plots it can be seen that

the average stress per atom on the Pd surface atoms (Fig. 1(a))

is lowered by the presence of H atoms (Fig. 1(b)). The absorp-

tion of H in the bulk of the NF starts at almost the same

chemical potentials for both orientations but, for concentra-

tions of H/Pd higher that approximately 60%, the (001)

isotherm crosses over the (111) one, in correlation with the

slightly higher average compressive pressure observed for

bulk atoms in the (001) NF (Fig. 1(c)). Although not shown in

Fig. 1, similar trends are obtained for NFs with different

thickness.
3.2. Hydrogen absorption properties for nanofilms of
different thicknesses

Next we analyzed the influence of the thickness of the NFs in

their calculated mHecomposition isotherms. The isotherms for

the different NF thicknesses calculated for the (001) and (111)

orientations are shown on Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Similar

general trends as discussed above for the 4 nm NF can be

observed. As the thickness increases, the chemical potential

at which the first ‘surface’ plateau appears is practically the

same; however the range of H compositions associated to this

transformation (the width of the plateau) reduces as the

thickness increases in correlation with the decrease of the

surface to volume ratio for larger thicknesses, and tends to

disappear in the bulk limit as expected. The average chemical

potential at which the ‘bulk’ plateau develops increases with

the NF thickness towards the bulk limiting values. The in-

crease in the average chemical potential connected with the

‘bulk’ plateau is correlated with an average increase in the

compressive pressure of the Pd atoms in the inner layers of

the NF, as shown in Fig. 4 for the (111) NF at a high H/Pd

concentration.

Our results compare qualitatively well with experiments

[12,13]. Slightly sloped, narrower plateaux are obtained

experimentally for thinner films, as we can observe in our

simulations. In Fig. 1 we can see a calculated and experi-

mental bulk isotherm, and the agreement is good. However,

we do not see the first calculated plateau in experiments,

probably because these are performed on thicker NF in which

this effect tends to disappear. The hysteresis effect observed

experimentally that tends to be smaller on thinner films
0.76 and exposed surfaces in the (111) crystallographic

and b) H atoms pressure at different nanofilm thicknesses.
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[12,13] was also simulated by us and the results (not shown

here) follow a similar trend.
4. Conclusions

We have performed EAM atomistic simulations to study the

effects of thickness and stress distribution on the hydrogen

absorption properties of Pd unsupported monocrystalline

nanofilms with two crystallographic orientations: (111) and

(001). We found that hydrogen absorption properties are

sensitive to the nanofilm’s thicknesses and to the orienta-

tion of their exposed surfaces, as was evidenced by

comparing the calculated mH-isotherms. In the mono-

crystalline NFs H was first absorbed on surface and sub-

surface sites. This was shown as a shoulder or smaller

plateau in the mH-isotherm for low hydrogen concentrations

which is related to a surface hydride transformation. The

atomic stress for the surface atoms was tensile, favoring the

surface hydrogen absorption. For the (111) NF this plateau

was more sloped than for the (001) oriented one. As the

thicknesses of the NF increases this first plateau tends to

disappear. Higher values of mH (higher effective hydrogen

pressures) are required for the hydride formation in the

inner ‘bulk’ layers, which is related to the second plateau.

The isotherms evolve with NF’s thickness towards the bulk

limiting isotherm.
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